How to Dress a Naked Window - A Step-by-step Guide to Creating Over
30 Window Treatments

How to Dress a Naked Window gives
clear,
thorough,
well-illustrated
instructions for 32 handsomely designed
window treatments. Donna Babylon, a
noted home-decor sewing expert who has
appeared on many do-it-yourself TV
shows, walks us step-by-step through the
entire construction process for each design.
Her instructions explain everything from
where to mount the rod brackets, to
measuring
and
calculating
fabric
requirements, to cutting, sewing, and final
installation.
Each
of
the
four
categories--valances, tabs, curtains, and
shaped treatments--is filled with treatments
presented in attractive fabrics. Even novice
sewers should be able to tackle most of
these projects, because they generally
require only straight-line sewing. The final
chapter covers all the general techniques
and is filled with useful tips and tricks.
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